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In general, service design focuses on 
creating new everyday practices



Practices are hard to define

‘A ‘practice’ (Praktik) is a routinized type of behavior, which consists of several elements, 
interconnected to one other: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their 
use, a background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and 
motivational knowledge.  A practice – a way of cooking, of consuming, of working, of 
investigating, of taking care of oneself or of others, etc- forms so to speak of the ‘block’ whose 
existence necessarily depends on the existence and interconnectedness of these elements, and 
which cannot be reduced to any one of these elements.’

Reckwitz, A. 2002, "Toward a theory of social practices: a development in culturalist
theorizing", European journal of social theory, vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 243-263.



In Ubimedia 2010 the focus was on the 
media practices of two user groups

1.  Parents of young children
2.  Seniors



PARENTS OF YOUNG CHILDREN



Interrupted media moments

Their short media moments require services that enable:

Fast access to relevant media content with multiple devices

Media content that forms continuum during the whole day

Real-time content and content related to specific topic

Breaking media brand limits to have personally relevant content



Shared media moments

Augmented reality could be used 
together with printed media for 
enhancing shared media moments 
with their children.

Reality browser linking physical environment 
with media content could help them to learn and 
discover together with their kids new things.

Automatic life blogging could help to capture 
their special moments with their children and be 
present at the same time.



Local information for families

Local information could be targeted 
to them using public screens in 
certain meaningful place. There 
should be also a remote access to it.



Direct marketing and online shopping

Online shopping and direct 
marketing could benefit from 
face-to-face recommendations; 
parents could share 
advertisements with their 
friends within a short range by 
using their mobile devices.

Satisfying online shopping experience 
requires high quality images.



Social shopping – an idea that could be 
explored more

There could be plenty of use cases besides 
these: 

Wife does a shopping list at work and sends it 
to her husband’s mobile. She can add things 
on the list even when her husband is already 
doing shopping.

A couple goes to the Supermarket together.  
They use shared shopping list on their 
mobiles so they can split in the market to do 
the shopping effectively.



Safe storage for a huge amount of 
personal media content

Pictures, videos, music, etc. need long-
term and reliable digital storage.

Own content could be combined with 
professional content from media 
archives for creating better stories.



SENIORS



Tangible interfaces



Collecting media content on special topic

Seniors often follow certain topics from multiple channels as their 
“personal projects”. Those can be e.g. everything related to their 
childhood hometown or to some hobby.  They also store that content 
and share it with others.



Shared media moments

Shared media moments with their relatives and friends are based on face-
to-face interaction. Public and portable screens combined with personal 
access to own content could enhance these shared moments. 

e.g. public screen in a senior house would enable watching movie clips on 
certain topic together or playing games together.

e.g. when meeting a friend in cafeteria they could share content from 
their own tablets.



Local information for seniors

Public screens in meaningful places + 
remote access

Possible to advertise own events, 
registration to events and seeing who is 
coming



Reliable storage for own meaningful 
content

Special projects to work on with media 
content. Motivations for those can be e.g.

reflection

next generations

sharing with friends



Social radio

Radio is everywhere and it is a familiar interface.

They listen to the same programs as they friends and discuss about them.

Sometimes they would like to receive a reminder about programs they 
consider relevant to them.
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